Expanded multipurpose / multi-sport Fieldhouse allows simultaneous use by multiple functions.

Proposed improvements minimize expansion outside current building boundaries improving efficiency.

Multipurpose & Multi-court gymnasium provides flexible instruction and competition space.

Flexible Aquatics Facility supports reconfiguration and access for multiple uses.

Elevator improves accessibility through all levels.

ABBRévATIONS

T: Toilet
CR: Classroom
MECH: Mechanical Room
STOR: Storage Room

LEGEND

Art: Visual
Art: Performing
Applied Math
English
Science
General/Bound Courses
Mathematics
World Language
Religion
Special Education
Library
Physical Education
Administration
Community/Shared Spaces
Wing/Sensors
Reinfl Hatch - Existing Program
Red Inf Hatch - Proposed Program

Multipurpose & multi-sport gymnasium provides flexible instruction and competition space.

Expanded pre-function and common space provides flexible gathering space for students and public.

Flexible Aquatics Facility supports reconfiguration and access for multiple uses.

Dotted Hatch - Existing Program
Solid Hatch - Proposed Program

Flexible Aquatics Facility supports reconfiguration and access for multiple uses.
Proposed improvements minimize expansion outside current building boundaries improving efficiency.

Proposed improvements maximize expansion outside current building boundaries improving efficiency.

Current Fieldhouse and areas west remain and are updated/reconfigured.

Flexible Aquatics Facility supports reconfiguration and access for multiple uses.

Multi-purpose & Multi-court gymnasium provides flexible instruction and competition space.

Expanded pre-function and common space provides flexible gathering space for students and public.

Toilet: Classroom
MP: Multipurpose
MECH: Mechanical Room
P: Practice Room
STOR: Storage Room

LEGEND
- Art: Visual
- Art: Performing
- Applied Arts
- English
- Science
- General/Shared Classrooms
- Mathematics
- World Languages
- Music
- Special Education
- Library
- Physical Education
- Administration
- Community/Shared Spaces
- Parking lot
- Solid Hatch: Existing Program
- Broken Hatch: Proposed Program

ARTWORK
- Visual Art
- Performing Art
- Applied Art
- English
- Science
- General/Shared Classrooms
- Mathematics
- World Languages
- Music
- Special Education
- Library
- Physical Education
- Administration
- Community/Shared Spaces
- Parking lot

CURRENT FIELDHOUSE AND AREAS WEST REMAIN AND ARE UPDATED / RECONFIGURED.
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Expanded multipurpose / multi-sport Fieldhouse allows simultaneous use by multiple functions.

Proposed improvements minimize expansion outside current building boundaries improving efficiency.

Proposed relocates Performing Arts facilities are right-sized, acoustically controlled and accessible.

Expanded pre-function and common space provides flexible gathering spaces for students and public.

Multipurpose & Multi-court gymnasium provides flexible instruction and competition space.

Flexible Aquatics Facility supports reconfiguration and access for multiple uses.
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